SAFE CUSTODY
Then he turned to Olivia.
" It is like a fable, my lady—some fable of -55sop
himself: and then again there is something sacred
about it, and it has the look of a parable such as the
Gospels tell/'
I cannot better his description. The three old
bales, lying there in the rock-hewn chamber, seemed
as well to belong to some legend as to be conveying
some moral we could not read.
There was a hook in the ceiling, from which no
doubt a lantern was meant to be hung, and when
Sarem was gone and Olivia was up in his place,
I entered and hung up our lamp, so twisting it
that the reflector flung the light full on the bales.
Then I gave my hand to Olivia, and Hubert and
Palin and Stiven followed her in.
For some reason the moment was solemn, and none
of us spoke. The bales before us seemed relics, and
we about to shatter a tradition more rare, more
virgin and more venerable than any we had dreamed
could exist. I had a ridiculous feeling that, now
that we had seen them, we ought to wall up the
chamber and leave the bales where they were . . .
We had brought three sheets with us, because it
seemed more than likely that, as soon as we touched
them the bales would crumble away. And as Palin
and Stiven spread one of these sheets on the floor,
Hubert and I between us took hold of one of the
bales.
To our relief, neither stuff nor stitches gave way
before our touch: so we raised the bale very gently
and laid it down on the sheet. And that seemed
to^break the spell, for I know that I felt more light-
hearted, and Hubert opened his mouth.
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